Cyber security

A house with unlocked doors is not secure!
In the last years, CAN has been criticized often to be not secure. In the meantime,
several ideas have been discussed to add authentication and encryption to
CAN-based networks.

W

hen our ancestors lived in caves: their homes were
not locked. I remember from U.S. movies made in
the 50ties and 60ties, that the cars were not locked. Blaming a house not to be secure, because the doors have no
locks, does not make sense. The not secure gateways are
the problem.
CAN is a data link layer protocol developed before the
World Wide Web was invented by Tim Berners-Lee, a British scientist at Cern in 1989. In the 80ties, the car’s electronic had no external interfaces, no “doors” to the outside
world. There were no gateways at all. It was like a permanent “prison”, a castle without gates and backdoors.
One of the first external interfaces based on CAN was
the OBDII connection. It was designed for diagnostic purposes in the repair station. In the meantime, people connect Bluetooth and other dongles (available for just a few
dollars) for different private applications. This was originally not intended and is a kind of misuse. The door to the
in-vehicle networks is nowadays wide open. All electronic
control units (ECU) in the vehicle can be hacked. This
includes also functions, which we have not on our screen
as critical, such as window wipers, fog lights, etc. Switching
them off when it strongly rains or when it is foggy is a real
safety issue. Another thing is the airbag: A hacker should
not be able to inflate it. Just faking the sensor values could
be sufficient.
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The ODBII interface is just one of the unlocked doors
to the in-vehicle networks. Hundreds of articles have been
written about cyber security for cars and autonomous driving cars. IT security experts published white papers, and
offered already their solutions and services to the carmakers. The third VDI conference on IT security for vehicles
scheduled for July 2017 in Berlin will provide further papers
and ideas. The most important message is always, we
need a holistic approach. If you lock securely all doors
of your house, anything is okay; but, if new tailgates without locks are introduced, you can use the best security
practice in the front doors, it doesn’t help. Last year, the
CAN community walled-up the door introduced by the IEC
62969-5 new work item proposal. It was intended to use
one configurable CAN-ID for testing the attached microcontroller. The new work item proposal was withdrawn.
We may have the same problem, when the micro-controller uses the CAN interface for JTAG access. This time not
internationally standardized. It is also a not locked door by
default, which the ECU or device designer needs to equip
with a proper lock. It is not a good idea to launch such not
secured tailgates. ARM has introduced to support JTAG
access by several interfaces. Of course, the ECU designer
may not support those options. But, if a not so experienced
spare part supplier does it, you have an open tailgate in
your car. And you don’t know it.
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According to most of the published cyber security concepts, it is necessary to establish a multi-level authentication, and depending on the application to encrypt the data.
Security guards in software are preferred, because if a “lock”
is hacked you can simply substitute the no more secure program by means of a secure software update. Exchanging
hardware is more costly. But on the other hand, security
functions in hardware require generally some kind of physical access to the networked devices. A combination of both
hardware and software security could be the best practice.
Security becomes increasingly important with communication channels to the outside world. Self-driving cars may
need car-to-infrastructure, car-to-car, and car-to-x interfaces.
The house gets more doors and windows. And we all know,
there is no error-free software. This means, one day your car
will be hacked. In order to limit the damage, the inner doors
should provide firewalls, too. Between each in-vehicle network segment we should establish some security mechanism. My wife always looks all inner doors, when we leave
our home for vacations (“I want to make it as difficult as possible for the thefts”). She would like to put all our valuables
in rooms without exterior doors, but our home is not a castle.
The “Cybersecurity Best Practices for Modern Vehicles”
released last year by the NHTSA (National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration) of the U.S. Department of Transportation contains a lot of recommendations and guidelines to
built secure and functional safe road vehicles. “Logical and
physical isolation techniques should be used to separate
processors, vehicle networks, and external connections as

appropriate to limit and control pathways from external threat
vectors to cyber-physical features of vehicles. Strong boundary controls, such as strict white list-based filtering of message flows between different segments, should be used to
secure interfaces.” It is recommended to avoid sending safety
signals on CAN or other networks. Instead, the ECUs should
provide dedicated inputs from critical sensors, because this
would eliminate the spoofing problem. “If critical safety information must be passed across a communication bus, this
information should reside on communication buses segmented from any vehicle ECUs with external network interfaces.” A segmented network may also mitigate the potential
effects of interfacing insecure aftermarket devices to vehicle networks. Critical safety messages, particularly those
passed across non-segmented networks, should employ
a message authentication scheme to limit the possibility of
message spoofing.
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